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ArchiMate

Architecture Contract between
the Architecture Function
and Business Users
The Open Group supplies a range of templates for various work outputs in TOGAF. The
template provided here is intended to offer some alternative suggestions, and is not intended to replace the official templates. The Open Group templates can be found here:
https://www2.opengroup.org/ogsys/catalog/I092
We have shown this template as a Word Document, but it is usually better to manage the
information by using software that helps you keep it up-to-date and distribute it to stakeholders. It is useful to break the Architecture Contract into discrete chunks of information
that can be reused. These can be used to generate “documents” or “views” as required. EA
teams use tools such as a wiki or a dedicated EA tool for this purpose.
This template should always be adapted and customized to meet your exact needs!
In this template we have provided an explanation of the information you might include,
and some explanatory text. This is shown highlighted in square brackets:
[Description of text or diagrams that we suggest you add, or explanatory notes].
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Typically this will include:
Project Name or Reference <Official Name or Reference for the Project>

Client / Sponsor Details <Name or Contact Point for the main client or sponsor>

[Please refer to 36.2.2 Architecture Contract and 49.2.3 Contract between
Architecting Function and Business Users of the TOGAF Documentation.]

Introduction and Background

Enter your notes here

[It is useful to explain briefly the purpose of this document; for example, it might be useful to state that a formal agreement makes it easier to govern and manage
implementation of the architectural specifications and
ensure that stakeholder concerns are met. Such an explanation may not be necessary if there is a well-established practice of using architecture contracts, but if this
is not the case it can help set the scene.
The introduction and background might then provide a
brief summary of what has happened so far. For example
it might refer to the Request for Architecture Work and
the Statement of Architecture Work; it might summarize
the key concerns; it might provide a very brief summary
of the EA explanation for any constraints or limitations in
the current architecture.
The contract does not need to repeat everything that is
documented elsewhere – this is merely providing scene
setting and reminders; there can always be links to other
source documents.]

Overview / The Nature of the agreement

Enter your notes here

[This provides a brief summary of the contractual elements in the agreement. For example, it may summarize
the responsibilities of the parties to the agreement; it
may reference the governance process, and explain how
compliance will be checked.]

Strategic Requirements
[This provides a summary of the outcomes and value that
will be delivered by the work packages subject to this architecture contract. Again, it should be possible to do this
through reference to other strategy documents rather
than repeat information better described elsewhere. The
point here is to provide enough contextual background
for signatories to the contract.]

Enter your notes here
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Objectives and Scope
Objectives
[This provides a brief summary of the organizational, business, or technical objectives that will be met by successfully
implementing the planned architecture states. A simple list as bullet points will suffice in most cases, and again there
should be links to any relevant background information.]

Scope
[This can be described in several ways. Section 5.5 Scoping the Architecture of the TOGAF documentation describes the
various dimensions that are used by TOGAF for scoping. As with all of the earlier sections in this document, it is better
to cross-reference a more thorough description of the scope here, and simply provide a brief summary.]

Stakeholders, Concerns, and Views
[The template provided by the Open Group suggests using a table to shows the stakeholders who will use this document, their concerns, and how the architecture work meets those concerns through the delivery of a number of
views. Much of this information will be documented elsewhere - for example, following the TOGAF recommendation
to document stakeholder requirements – and once again, it may be easier to cross-reference this documentation as
the source. Instead, the list of stakeholders and stakeholder types might be used to produce a circulation list, or list
of signatories, for this contract.]

Stakeholder

Concern

View

[Stakeholder Name or
Stakeholder Group Name]

[A brief summary of their
concerns that will be addressed
through this contract]

[A list of views that will
explain their concerns and
how they will be addressed]

Managerial Approach / Governance Structure
[This provides an overview of the governance procedures that will be followed to ensure that the implementation
complies with the architecture requirements and specification.]

Communications Plan
[It may be useful to include details of how communications will be handled. For example, this might include a distribution list for anyone that is a participant to the contract.]

Acceptance Procedure
[This describes the process used for acceptance/sign-off.]
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Change (of Scope) Procedures
[This provides an outline of how any non-compliance, or change in requirements, will be handled. See TOGAF Chapter
16. Phase H: Architecture Change. As with so many of the sections in this document, this can be handled by cross-reference to any formal documentation of this procedure. The reason to include it here is simply to ensure that all participants are aware of the process to be followed in the event of any change of scope.]

Architecture Deliverables
[This part of the document describes the deliverables that meet the business requirements. For example, this might
be described as a target, or transition, state for the architecture, which in turn might be documented as an enterprise
pattern, or as a series of more detailed, lower level patterns and building blocks.
For each deliverable there should be a set of conformance requirements that can be used to check that the delivered
components meet the architecture requirements and architecture specifications. Refer to sections 36.2.3 Architecture Definition Document and 36.2.6 Architecture Requirements Specification for details. The criteria described here
should be measurable against the required levels of compliance. See Chapter 48. Architecture Compliance
The TOGAF documentation doesn’t describe exactly how this should be recorded in the Architecture Contract, but typically this can be done either as a list of compliance criteria for each deliverable, or in the form of a matrix between
components and compliance criteria.
A list of compliance checklists is provided in section 48.5 Architecture Compliance Review Checklists, and in the Good
e-Learning TOGAF Poster #29, Checklists in TOGAF.
As well as architectural compliance levels, there may be further checks in areas such as Service Level Agreements
(SLAs), or training. It is also vital that compliance is checked again any business defined metrics.
This section may also include details of the proposed timeframe and deadlines for deliverables.]

Metrics and KPIs
[The Open Group template suggests that the metrics and KPIs used to determine the success of this architecture work
may be documented in a table:]

Metric

Measurement
Technique

Target
Value
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Risks and Mitigations
[This provides a brief summary of the organizational, business, or technical objectives that will be met by successfully
implementing the planned architecture states. A simple list as bullet points will suffice in most cases, and again there
should be links to any relevant background information.]

Risk Analysis
[The Open Group suggests a simple table (see below) for smaller projects, with more complex risk management methodologies/spreadsheets substituted where relevant.]

ID

Risk

Severity

Likelihood

Migration

owner

1
2
3
Assumptions
[Again, the Open Group template includes the following table to summarize assumptions. Once again, a simpler approach would be to include a link to all relevant supporting documentation rather than repeat it.]

ID

Assumption

Impact

Owner

1
2
3
Signature Approvals
[As a formal contract, it is important that the document is signed by the relevant parties to show that they agree with
the terms and conditions.]

Signature 					Date

Version History
[It may be useful to include details of how communications will be handled. For example, this might include a distribution list for anyone that is a participant to the contract.]

Date

Version

Comments

<insert date>

<insert version>

<insert comments>

<insert date>

<insert version>

<insert comments>

<insert date>

<insert version>

<insert comments>

<insert date>

<insert version>

<insert comments>
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